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coconut chai latte
Zesty cinnamon, cardamom and 

clove with island coconut. 

coconut mango colada
Green tea, sweet mango  

and coconut.

green mango peach
Heady nectar of mangos and lush 

sweet peach for a sunny cup.

vienna cinnamon
Naturally sweet cinnamon 

blended with finest black tea.

black cherry
Exotic with the taste of vanilla, 

licorice and juicy cherries.

black currant
Lush and fruity with soothingly 

sweet floral notes.

english breakfast
Robust and entrancing.  

Enjoy with a splash of milk.

hazelnut truffle
Rich dark chocolate enrobed 

with hints of hazelnut.

lapsang souchong
Rare leaves smoked over 

pinewood embers.

formosa oolong
A bit bolder than green teas, 

slightly nutty and lightly roasted.

estate darjeeling
The champagne of teas,  

delicious and fragrant.

bombay chai
Rich Imperial spices for  

a flavorful cup of exotica.

pomegranate blackberry
Crisp, black tea infused with 

pomegranate and berries.

peach brûlée
The lushness of sweet peaches 
with a lingering tropical finish.

earl grey
Assam leaves with an aromatic 

liquoring of citrus bergamot.

orchid vanilla
Black tea with Madagascar 

vanilla and the taste of coconut.

jasmine green
Prized, intoxicatingly fragrant, 
jasmine blossom green tea.

coconut chocolate truffle
Seductive chocolate cacao and 

creamy island coconut.

caramel nougat
Creamy caramel and roasted 
hazelnut with a buttery finish.

leaf tea menu

decaf breakfast
Lush and satisfying with  

a raisiny depth.

K

KK K

Tea Forté takes great pride in offering only the finest tea leaves in the world.  The quality of these hand-plucked teas 
represent less than 1% of all the teas available, making Tea Forté a tea experience without compare. 

tea forté is the proud house purveyor to

the james beard foundation

lemon sorbetti
Fragrantly fresh citrus with  

the sweetness of honey.
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blood orange
A crisp-tart cup with the 

blush of Moro orange.

moroccan mint
Refreshing, hand-rolled green 

tea and cooling nana mint.

K

chocolate rose
An indulgent, deep chocolate 
taste and pleasing floral finish.

ceylon gold
Our refreshing black tea raises 
the bar on a well-loved classic.

K
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oasis
Finest green tea, hand-picked 
blossoms with a citrus finish.

raspberry nectar
The taste of succulent raspberries 
with ruby-hued hibiscus flowers.

sencha
A soothing taste with fresh 

green vegetal notes.

african solstice
A rooibos herb blend of sweet 

berries and blossoms.

apricot amaretto
A double delight of sweet apricot 
and peach with notes of almond.

belgian mint
Deep chocolate decadence  
with the enticement of mint.

citrus mint
A refreshing infusion of 

 peppermint and delighting citrus.

coco truffle
Finest cacao infused with fennel, 

licorice and cardamom.

chamomile citron
Soothing blend of blossoms and 

flowers with a zest of citrus.

blueberry merlot
The taste of succulent blueberries 

with a subtle wisp of sage.

ginger lemongrass
Citrusy herbs blended with  

an enlivening tingle of ginger.

white ambrosia
White tea with sweet notes  
of vanilla and island coconut.

tangerine rosemary
A fruity garden cup of rare  

white tea and fragrant rosemary.

peach rhubarb preserve
White tea with savory rhubarb 
and the sweet taste of peaches.

kiwi lime ginger
Fresh citrus complemented  

by the taste of ginger.

mojito marmalade
Lush citrus with spearmint and 

high-mountain rooibos.

tupelo honey fig
A summer medley of sweet figs 

and the taste of honey.

white cinnamon sage
White tea with the zing  

of cinnamon and  a wisp of sage.

wild apple ginger
White tea with spicy ginger  

and the sweet taste of apple.

cherry cosmo 
Taste of cherries and raspberries 

with hibiscus blossoms.

white ginger pear
Pai MuTan white tea with sweet 

pear and the zing of ginger.

oolong tea 
3-5 minutes

contains caffeine
Certified  
Kosher

K
Available for  

Tea-Over-Ice

black tea 
3-5 minutes

contains caffeine

green tea 
2-3 minutes

some caffeine

white tea 
2-3 minutes

very little caffeine

herbal tea 
3-5 minutes
caffeine free
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These extraordinary loose leaf teas are available in our signature 
pyramid infusers, loose leaf tea canisters or single steeps® pouches.
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~ The Exceptional Tea Experience ~
We are pleased to present the exquisite sophistication and great gift of the leaf that has 

made Tea Forté the Global Luxury Tea Brand.  Throughout these pages we respond to your 

customers’ growing passion for unique, artisan blended teas, exquisite teaware and beautifully 

packaged gifts that are always appreciated.  We are happy to share the enrichment and joy 

that the exceptional Tea Forté experience can bring.



noir black tea collection ................................................ page 2-3 

garden harvest white tea collection ......................... page 4-5

forté tea press ................................................................... page 21

perfect measure spoon ................................................. page 21 

birch forest kati tea brewing system ........................ page 22

forté classic single steeps® sampler .......................... page 24 

newnew for spring 2014
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blood orange: This enlivening tea offers the distinct, sweet taste of Moro “deep blood orange”.  Sourced especially for its ruby 
vermillion colored flesh, the Moro presents a crisp-tart cup.  Delicious hot or iced.

chocolate rose: An indulgent, naturally sweet cup with a deep chocolate taste and pleasing floral finish.  Perfect to rejuvenate your day, 
or to luxuriate in as an after-dinner indulgence.

caramel nougat: A tantalizing tea with the taste of sweet creamy caramel and toasty roasted hazelnut with a buttery finish.  A 
perfect complement to post-dinner conversation, or as a delightful cup anytime. 

black cherry: A surrendering black tea with the exotic taste of orchid vanilla bean, licorice root and juicy ripe cherries.  Succulent 
sweet strawberry pieces balance the finale of this scrumptious steep.

peach brûlée: This refreshing black tea offers a masterful blend fragrant with floral and fruit. Mango and marigold blossoms 
embrace the lushness of sweet juicy peaches with a lingering finish of tropical cut coconut.

All  teas are organic and Fair Trade Certified.

NEW Presenting the dark, deep steep of NOIR, haunting and 
robust black teas blended to delight even the coffee purist.                                                       
Hand-picked tea leaves from the famed Jamguri tea garden are 
artisan pan-roasted for a liquor that is superbly smooth, without a 
trace of bitterness.   A distinctive cup that no other black tea can match.

DELIGHTING EVEN THE COFFEE PURIST 

CN-BIO-143
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13310 ribbon box (20 infusers) 
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm 
4 case pack

An enchanting collection of robust black teas: Blood Orange, 
Chocolate Rose, Caramel Nougat, Black Cherry, Peach Brûlée.  All 
teas are organic.

noir ribbon box & petite ribbon box

petite ribbon box (10 infusers) 
measures: 11.4 x 10.2 x 7.6 cm

8 case pack

13410

 noir loose leaf tea canisters
Each recyclable canister is air tight and filled with the same blends offered 
in our signature pyramid infuser.  35-50 servings per canister.  All teas are 
organic. 

15121
15122
15123

blood orange (organic)
peach brÛlée (organic)
caramel nougat (organic)

chocolate rose (organic)
black cherry (organic) 

measures: 7.6 x 7.6 x 13.5 cm 
4 case pack

15124
15125

noir gift tins
Award-winning tins attractively display signature pyramid tea infusers. 
All teas are organic.
12306 small tin (2 infusers)

Chocolate Rose and Black Cherry.
measures: 8.9 x 0.6 x 11.4 cm 
18 case pack

medium tin (6 infusers) 
Blood Orange, Chocolate Rose, Caramel 
Nougat, Black Cherry, Peach Brûlée. 
measures: 18.5 x 12.7 x 3.8 cm 
8 case pack

12533

17850 loose tea starter set (10 pouches)
measures: 14.0 x 9.7 x 15.2 cm 
3 case pack

Contains a double-walled Cranberry Red KATI® cup with integrated 
infusing basket and ten SINGLE STEEPS® pre-portioned loose tea 
pouches, two of each blend: Blood Orange, Chocolate Rose, Caramel 
Nougat, Black Cherry, Peach Brûlée.  All teas are organic.

noir loose tea starter set
  noir single steeps® sampler

The perfect measure for the perfect cup.  Loose tea is in pre-measured pouches that steep 
355 ml. Includes three of each blend: Blood Orange, Chocolate Rose, Caramel Nougat, 
Black Cherry, Peach Brûlée.  All teas are organic.

17840  single steeps sampler (15 pouches)  
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm  
6 case pack     
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garden harvest white tea
NEW Inspired by a New England garden, a fresh harvest of flavorful 
herbs, spices, fruits and flowers paired with organically grown white 
teas for a distinctive cup.

tupelo honey fig: A summer medley of organic rare white tea, delicious sweet figs and the taste of tupelo honey.  Cooling peppermint and 
sunny citrus join in perfect harmony for a most fragrant cup.  

tangerine rosemary: Smooth and sublime, this organic rare white tea is enlivened with crisp apples and the flavor of sun-sweet tangerines.  An 
alluring addition of fragrant rosemary adds to this savory garden cup.  Refreshing when iced.

wild apple ginger: This beautiful marriage of garden and cup begins with the delicate flavor of organic rare white tea.  The tingle of 
spicy ginger complements the sweet taste of a crisp apple for a deliciously delightful cup. 

white cinnamon sage: This refined organic rare white tea is heightened with the zing of cassia cinnamon and an undertone of wispy 
sage.  Balanced with the roasted taste of South African Cape honeybush for an exceptionally crafted cup. 

peach rhubarb preserve: This organic rare white tea steeps up all the bounty of a summer harvest.  Savory rhubarb 
and the sweet taste of lush peaches are blended with fragrant, floral hibiscus.  This cup sings with delight. Refreshing iced. 

All teas are organic.
CN-BIO-143
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13308 ribbon box (20 infusers) 
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm 
4 case pack

A lovely box wrapped with natural jute ribbon includes: Tupelo Honey Fig, 
Tangerine Rosemary, Wild Apple Ginger, White Cinnamon Sage, Peach 
Rhubarb Preserve. All teas are organic.

  garden harvest white tea ribbon box & petite 
ribbon box

petite ribbon box (10 infusers) 
measures: 11.4 x 10.2 x 7.6 cm

8 case pack

13408

 garden harvest white tea loose leaf tea canisters
Each recyclable canister is air tight and filled with the same blends offered in our 
signature pyramid infuser.  35-50 servings per canister.  All teas are organic.

15103
15104
15105

tangerine rosemary (organic)
peach rhubarb preserve (organic)
wild apple ginger (organic)

15106
15107

tupelo honey fig (organic)
white cinnamon sage (organic) 

measures: 7.6 x 7.6 x 13.5 cm 
4 case pack

  garden harvest white tea single steeps® sampler
The perfect measure for the perfect cup.  Loose tea is in pre-measured pouches that steep 
12 oz.  Includes three of each blend: Tupelo Honey Fig, Tangerine Rosemary, Wild Apple 
Ginger, White Cinnamon Sage, Peach Rhubarb Preserve. All teas are organic.

17812  single steeps sampler (15 pouches)  
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm  
6 case pack     

garden harvest white tea gift tins
Award-winning tins attractively display signature pyramid tea infusers.                     
All teas are organic.

12300 small tin (2 infusers)
Tupelo Honey Fig, Peach Rhubarb Preserve. 
measures: 8.9 x 0.6 x 11.4 cm 
18 case pack

medium tin (6 infusers) 
Tupelo Honey Fig, Tangerine Rosemary, Wild Apple Ginger,                  
White Cinnamon Sage, Peach Rhubarb Preserve. 
measures: 18.5 x 12.7 x 3.8 cm 
8 case pack

12500
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essential greens collection
A unique selection of green teas known for essential health benefits a daily cup can bring. 

essential greens gift tins
Award-winning tins attractively display signature pyramid 
tea infusers.

12303 small tin (2 infusers) 
Lemon Sorbetti (organic), Green Mango 
Peach (organic).
measures: 8.9 x 0.6 x 11.4 cm

18 case pack

medium tin (6 infusers) 
Lemon Sorbetti (organic), Moroccan Mint,  
Green Mango Peach (organic).
measures: 18.5 x 12.7 x 3.8 cm 
t8 case pack

12528

essential greens ribbon box 
& petite ribbon box

essential greens petite ribbon box
Contains ten tea infusers, two of each blend: Lemon 
Sorbetti (organic), Sencha (organic),  
Moroccan Mint, Jasmine Green (organic),  
Green Mango Peach (organic).

13428 essential greens petite ribbon box (10 infusers) 
measures: 11.4 x 10.2 x 7.6 cm  
8 case pack

essential greens ribbon box
Contains twenty tea infusers, four of each blend: 
Lemon Sorbetti (organic), Sencha (organic),  
Moroccan Mint, Jasmine Green (organic),  
Green Mango Peach (organic).

13228 essential greens ribbon box (20 infusers) 
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm 
4 case pack
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12304 small tin (2 infusers) 
Coconut Chocolate Truffle, 
Coconut Chai Latte.
measures: 8.9 x 0.6 x 11.4 cm

18 case pack

coconut gift tins
Award-winning tins attractively display 
signature pyramid tea infusers.

medium tin (6 infusers) 
Coconut Chocolate Truffle, Coconut 
Chai Latte, Coconut  Mango Colada.
measures: 18.5 x 12.7 x 3.8 cm 
8 case pack

12529

The tropical taste of paradise. Delicious, captivating cups of coconut 
tea, fragrant and flavorful with creamy, rich, shredded coconut.

coconut ribbon box 
& petite ribbon box

coconut collection

coconut ribbon box & petite ribbon box
Contains all three Coconut blends: Coconut Chai Latte, 
Coconut Chocolate Truffle, Coconut Mango Colada.

13229 coconut ribbon box (20 infusers)
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm 
4 case pack

13429 coconut petite ribbon box (10 infusers) 
measures: 11.4 x 10.2 x 7.6 cm  
8 case pack

coconut loose tea starter set
Includes Spring Grass KATI cup & lid, integrated infusing basket 
and ten Single Steeps pre-portioned loose tea pouches including:  
Coconut Mango Colada, Coconut Chocolate Truffle, Coconut Chai Latte.

17834  loose tea starter set (10 pouches)
measures: 14.0 x 9.7 x 15.2 cm

3 case pack        

limited edition

limited edition
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world of teas gift tins
Award-winning tins attractively display signature pyramid tea infusers.

12305 small tin (2 infusers)
Bombay Chai, Moroccan Mint.

large tin (15 infusers)
Bombay Chai, Moroccan 
Mint, African Solstice, Estate 
Darjeeling (organic), Sencha 
(organic).

13604

A journey in tea... from the world’s most beautiful gardens come these artisan-crafted varietals.  Fresh, sustainably 
harvested leaves, herbs and spices are rich with the distinctive taste and intrepid individuality of the tea’s famed origins.

world of teas

world of teas loose tea starter set
 (see page 25)

world of tea single steeps® sampler
The perfect measure for the perfect cup.  Loose tea is in pre-measured pouches that steep a 
12 oz cup. Includes three of each blend: Bombay Chai, Moroccan Mint, African Solstice, Sencha 
(organic), Estate Darjeeling (organic).

17818  single steeps sampler (15 pouches) 
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm

6 case pack     

medium tin (6 infusers)
Bombay Chai, Moroccan Mint, 
African Solstice, Estate Darjeeling 
(organic), Sencha (organic), Swiss 
Apple (organic).

12530

measures: 18.5 x 12.7 x 3.8 cm 
8 case pack

measures: 8.9 x 0.6 x 11.4 cm 
18 case pack

measures: 20.3 x 27.9 x 4.1 cm

6 case pack
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17816  

herbal retreat single steeps® sampler
The perfect measure for the perfect cup.  Loose tea is in pre-measured pouches that steep 12 
oz.  Includes three of each blend:  Apricot Amaretto, Blueberry Merlot, Mojito Marmalade, 
Cherry Cosmo, Kiwi Lime Ginger. All teas are organic.

single steeps sampler (15 pouches)  
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm

6 case pack

herbal retreat ribbon box & petite ribbon box
This colorful, botanical-inspired box wrapped with a satin ribbon includes twenty tea 
infusers: Apricot Amaretto, Mojito Marmalade, Cherry Cosmo, Blueberry Merlot, Kiwi 
Lime Ginger. All teas are organic.

13301 ribbon box (20 infusers) 
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm 
4 case pack

petite ribbon box (10 infusers) 
measures: 11.4 x 10.2 x 7.6 cm

8 case pack

13426

herbal retreat
Retreat to a place where restorative calm and peace are found.  A rejuvenating,
 naturally caffeine-free herbal infusion to relax the mind and soothe the spirit.

world of teas loose tea starter set
 (see page 25)

CN-BIO-143
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Our whole leaf tea silken infusers come in varied collections that are beautifully 
packaged and always appreciated as gifts. These best sellers are perfect for 
entertaining and ideal for gift giving.  Available in a variety of assortments or in single 
flavor boxes.

forté classic

sampler collection
The perfect way to introduce someone to the extraordinary Tea Forté 
experience: Earl Grey (organic), Black Currant, White Ambrosia, 
White Ginger Pear, Green Mango Peach (organic), Jasmine Green 
(organic), African Solstice, Chamomile Citron (organic), Raspberry 
Nectar, Ginger Lemongrass (organic).

13401 sampler petite ribbon box (10 infusers)
measures: 11.4 x 10.2 x 7.6 cm

8 case pack

13300 sampler ribbon box (20 infusers)
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm

4 case pack

dolce vita collection
Indulge with these luscious decadent dessert teas. Sublime and 
fragrant, includes: Coco Truffle, Belgian Mint, Raspberry Nectar, 
Orchid Vanilla, Vienna Cinnamon.
13271 dolce vita ribbon box

measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm

4 case pack

classics collection 
Our unique interpretations of traditional black teas. The 
perfect collection for the connoisseur or beginner sipper who 
seeks tea more varied and complex than other offerings: Earl 
Grey (organic), English Breakfast (organic), Estate Darjeeling,  
Black Currant.

13222 classics ribbon box
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm

4 case pack

measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm (20 infusers)
4 case pack

green tea

herbal tea

white ginger pear13277
white tea

blacK tea

K

single blend ribbon boxes

13204
13208
13270

green mango peach (organic)
jasmine green (organic)
oasis

13268
13263
13205

13269
13206
13205

african solstice 
chamomile citron (organic)
citrus mint (organic)K

earl grey (organic)
english breakfast (organic)
estate darjeeling (organic)

K
K

organics collection
A selection of our most sought-after USDA certified organic 
blends. Includes: English Breakfast, Jasmine Green, Earl Grey, 
Ginger Lemongrass. 

13294 organics ribbon box
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm

4 case pack

herbals collection 
Naturally caffeine-free, rich in flavor, to please the palate and soar the 
spirit. The freshest leaves, herbs, flowers and spices blended into 
four special infusions, includes: African Solstice, Chamomile Citron 
(organic), Citrus Mint (organic), Ginger Lemongrass (organic).

13212 herbals ribbon box
measures: 21.5 x 10.9 x 8.4 cm

4 case pack

petite ribbon 
box sampler

dolce vita

ribbon box

CN-BIO-143
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single blend ribbon boxes

Sell individually 
or in a boxed set 

of four

Beautifully designed to inspire writing and sipping. Cozy up with your favorite cup and 
personalize a Tea Note for a special friend.  An inscription card is attached to each. 
Contains two expressive teas, Ginger Lemongrass (organic) and White Ambrosia.

12431  tea notes (2 infusers per note, 4 tea notes per box)  
measures: 7.6 x 4.6 x 8.6 cm

4 case pack     

Each unit is labeled for individual sale.

tea notes

K

Enjoy a favorite blend in a single flavor box of six pyramid infusers.
gourmet pyramid box

12669
12607
12603
12602
12611

african  solstice

black currant

chamomile citron (organic)
earl grey (organic)
ginger lemongrass (organic)

green mango peach (organic)
moroccan mint

raspberry nectar

white ambrosia

white ginger pear

12608
12609
12610
12667
12612

K

measures: 9.4 x 4.3 x 14.0 cm (6 infusers)
6 case pack

An expansive collection of Tea Forté’s blends.  The open lid 
reveals a detailed tea menu for easy blend selection.  This 
beautiful, reusable serving box can be conveniently refilled with 
trays from your favorite Ribbon Box.  Contains forty tea infusers, 
two of each blend:

17813  tea chest (40 infusers)
measures: 21.6 x 20.3 x 8.4 cm 
3 case pack

. Ginger Lemongrass (organic) 

. Green Mango Peach (organic) 

. Hazelnut Truffle

. Jasmine Green (organic)

. Lemon Sorbetti (organic) 

. Orchid Vanilla

. Raspberry Nectar 

. Sencha (organic) 

. White Ambrosia 

. White Ginger Pear 

. African Solstice 

. Black Currant 

. Blueberry Merlot (organic)

. Bombay Chai 

. Chamomile Citron (organic) 

. Citrus Mint (organic)

. Earl Grey (organic)

. English Breakfast (organic) 

. Estate Darjeeling (organic) 

. Formosa Oolong 

tea chest

sampler collection gift tins
Award-winning tins attractively display signature pyramid tea infusers. The 
perfect collection for the connoisseur or beginner sipper. Includes: Black 
Currant, Earl Grey (organic), Chamomile Citron (organic), Jasmine Green 
(organic), White Ginger Pear, Raspberry Nectar (Medium Tin only).

13606

sampler medium tin (6 infusers)
measures: 18.5 x 12.7 x 3.8 cm

8 case pack

12534

sampler large tin (15 infusers)
measures: 20.3 x 27.9 x 4.1 cm  
6 case pack
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Carefully selected and beautifully packaged, our gift set 
collections are a most welcomed gift.

gift sets

rejuvenation gift set
Created with an individual tea drinker in mind. Transforms an afternoon  
cup of tea into a rejuvenating ritual of quiet contemplation.  All components  
are visible inside an easy-to-open box.  The gift set includes:
.  Petite Ribbon Box Sampler (10 assorted infusers)
.  Porcelain Café Cup (240 ml)
.  Orchid White Tea Tray

17305 rejuvenation gift set
measures: 31.8 x 14.0 x 10.2 cm

4 case pack

Give the gift of quiet conversation and shared secrets with the Tea Duet gift set.  Everything 
you need to create a memorable moment for two is included in this beautiful keepsake box.
.  Ribbon Box Sampler  (20 assorted infusers) 
.  Two porcelain Café Cups (240 ml) 
.  Two Orchid White Tea Trays

17306  tea duet gift set  
measures: 24.9 x 26.7 x 10.2 cm

2 case pack     

tea duet gift set
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café cup

maple oval tray

sugar & creamer set

20600

see order form

20602

20704

An elegant porcelain white teacup. 
The custom cover keeps the tea 
hot while brewing and reveals our 
signature leaf.  Lid easily converts to 
saucer. 240 ml.

This artful, maple serving tray is 
designed to generously hold a Café 
Cup, one Tea Tray and Sugar & 
Creamer. 

Our porcelain Sugar & Creamer 
combine natural forms with 
geometric simplicity. Available as 
a set.

Tea Trays are perfect for capturing 
drips after brewing.  They come with 
two trays per box and in two colors:
   •  Celery Green  
   •  Orchid White

6 case pack

measures:  
12.2 x 12.2 x 8.9 cm

8 case pack

measures:  
4.1 x 7.1 x 7.1 cm

6 case pack

measures:  
24.4 x 18.5 x 2.0 cm

6 case pack

measures:  
7.4 x 6.4 x 6.6 cm

Transform every cup of tea into a ritual of calm 
and focus with our custom designed Café Cup 
Collection.  The signature Tea Forté experience.

café cup 
collection

tea trays
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sontu teapot

sontu teacup & saucer

20910

20900

20920

20941

A hole in the lid allows our signature 
leaf and stem to create a stunning 
presentation in handblown glass.  
355 ml

A refined and elegant presentation 
of our captivating infuser that 
coordinates with any table setting. 
2 trays per box.

This innovative double-wall glass 
keeps your tea hot while remaining 
cool to the touch. 300 ml

A wide rim, handblown glass cup 
that sits on a dramatic, oversized 
saucer. 180 ml

4 case pack

measures:  
14.7 x 10.2 x 14.7 cm

4 case pack

measures:  
16.5 x 7.6 x 16.5 cm

8 case pack

measures:  
14.0 x 7.6 x 2.5 cm

4 case pack

measures:  
10.2 x 10.2 x 13.5 cm

20909
The artisan glass infuser and lid allows 
you to brew loose tea in the matching 
Sontu glass teapot. Includes glass lid 
for the Sontu Teapot. 

8 case pack

measures:  
7.6 x 7.6 x 7.1 cm

sontu loose tea infuser

sontu ® 
collection

glass tea tray

poom double-wall glass

Serenity and focus, design and function. Tea 
Forté’s handblown glassware is aesthetically 
pleasing and highly functional. Each piece 
showcases the beauty of our silken infusers and 
jewel-like teas.
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The classic lines of a traditional tea service are 
updated with contemporary square forms.  A 
sophisticated, porcelain ensemble dramatically 
presented on a sleek, ebonized bamboo tray.

solstice 
collection

solstice teapot

solstice teacup  
& saucer

20719

20714

20716

The porcelain Solstice teapot is 
at home in any setting.  A hole in 
the lid reveals our signature leaf. 
355 ml

Sleek, modern and jet black. This 
ebonized bamboo tray showcases 
the Solstice teaware.

This elegant porcelain teacup is 
complemented by a contemporary 
square saucer.  Styled to coordinate 
with the Solstice teapot. 180 ml

6 case pack

measures:  
17.3 x 11.4 x 10.2 cm

6 case pack

measures:  
14.0 x 12.7 x 7.1 cm

6 case pack

measures:  
26.7 x 17.3 x 2.0 cm

tribeca  
ebonized tray

17716A complete set in an elegant gift 
presentation. 
   •  Solstice teapot (355 ml)  
   •  Solstice teacup & saucer (180 ml)
   •  Tribeca ebonized bamboo tray
   •  Tent card

3 case pack

measures:  
26.7 x 16.6 x 10.2 cm

solstice ensemble
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raspberry nectarnantucket sampler

white ginger pear

16606 Raspberries meld with hibiscus for  
a full bodied, luscious herbal blend. 
Contains five iced pitcher sized 
infusers.

Contains one of each of Ceylon Gold, 
Blackberry Pomegranate, Raspberry 
Nectar, Lavender Citrus and White 
Ginger Pear iced pitcher sized infusers. 

A crisp blend of white tea, delicate 
lavender and citrusy lemon balm.  
Contains five iced pitcher sized 
infusers.

For serious refreshment, our organic  
black tea raises the bar on a well-loved 
classic. Contains five iced pitcher 
sized infusers.

This crisp black tea, blended with 
pomegranate and berries is an 
invigorating blend.  Contains five 
iced pitcher sized infusers.

A quietly exotic and alluring blend 
of white tea and pear, balanced  
with a note of ginger.  Contains 
five iced pitcher sized infusers.

8 case pack

measures:  
11.4 x 16.0 x 28.0 cm

ceylon gold

pomegranate blackberry lavender citrus

K
16601

8 case pack

measures:  
11.4 x 16.0 x 28.0 cm

16604
8 case pack

measures:  
11.4 x 16.0 x 28.0 cm

16603
8 case pack

measures:  
11.4 x 16.0 x 28.0 cm

16602
8 case pack

measures:  
11.4 x 16.0 x 28.0 cm

16605
8 case pack

measures:  
11.4 x 16.0 x 28.0 cm

CN-BIO-143
NON-EU AGRICULTURE

Two sculpturally designed, heat 
resistant glass pitchers stack for  
a dramatic table side presentation. 
Brews 700 ml. 

20940
4 case pack

measures:  
16.0 x 16.0 x 28.0 cm

Only Tea Forté could transform a cool glass of 
iced tea into an entertaining event.  Authentic 
iced tea is brewed and flash-chilled moments 
before you drink it. 

tea-over-ice ®
Elevating tea to a higher level.

brewing pitchers
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~ exquisite loose leaf tea ~
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Garden to cup… sourced from the world’s finest tea gardens, these exceptional blends of fresh, 
sustainably harvested leaves, herbs, fruits and flowers yield the ultimate cup. This wonderful taste 
experience is available in recyclable, air-tight steel canisters filled with our most called-for blends.

15167
15177

white ambrosia

white ginger pear

white tea

measures: 7.6 x 7.6 x 13.5 cm 
4 case pack   

blacK tea

bombay chai

earl grey (organic)

english breakfast (organic)

estate darjeeling (organic)

hazelnut truffle

lapsang souchong

15166
15154
15159
15168
15144
15161

K
K

K

herbal tea

15169
15156
15155
15149
15181

african solstice

chamomile citron (organic)

citrus mint (organic)

ginger lemongrass (organic)

raspberry nectar

K
Kgreen tea

15170
15163
15185
15164

green mango peach (organic)

jasmine green (organic)

moroccan mint

sencha (organic)

K
K

K

forté classic
loose leaf tea canisters  
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forté tea press
updated design

Steep fresh loose leaf tea and infuse herbs to 
their fullest potential with the sophistication and 
function of the Forté Tea Press.  Distinctively 
designed, the plunger-style steeping method 
yields the rich, full-bodied character of premium 
teas with elegance and ease, creating an 
exceptional tea experience.  Designed to allow 
the diverse range of subtle flavors of the tea to 
be released into the water, the Forté Tea Press 
is the ultimate way to experience a superior 355 
ml of tea.

20952 forté tea press 
measures: 11.4 x 8.4 d x 18.0 cm 
4 case pack

perfect measure spoon
Package redesigned to enhance merchandisability.  Steep perfect tea    
time and again with this deep forged stainless steel loose tea measuring 
spoon.  Our spoon measures one perfect cup.

20954 perfect measure spoon 
measures: 6.8 x 2.0 x 20.3 cm

10 case pack

updated design & pacKaging
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birdsong
20834

tree top
20824

cranberry red
20833

orchid white
20820

spring grass
20819

pistachio green
20818

green leaves
20835

cherry blossoms
20836

poppy fields
20837

Modern and beautiful, this ceramic 
tumbler with integrated stainless steel 
infusing  basket makes steeping loose tea 
by the cup simple.   The innovative double-
wall construction keeps tea hot and the 
tumbler cozy to hold.  Makes a generous 
355 ml cup.

®

Now anyone can steep loose tea... 
perfectly every time.

birch forest
20849

 
measures: 9.7 x 8.9 x 15.2 cm

4 case pack
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     Striking design. . .  
          elegantly simple.

Steep fresh loose leaf tea anywhere with 
this easy to use infuser, perfect for making 
a cup, mug or small pot of tea.  Just add 
loose tea to the stainless steel base, 
twist on the colorful ceramic top and the 
leaves unfurl and steep.  After steeping, 
place the infuser on the accompanying 
tea tray to capture the drips. 

orchid white
20817

spring grass
20811

pistachio green
     20816

 
measures: 6.4 x 6.4 x 15.2 cm

6 case pack

Pugg’s cheerful attitude and 
foolproof steeping system will 
become a lifetime companion to any 
tea lover.  The durable, gloss-glazed 
ceramic teapot with removable 
stainless steel infusing basket 
steeps tea for two.  Dishwasher safe.     

 
measures: 14.0 x 14.0 x 14.0 cm

3 case pack

pistachio green
20630

orchid white
20632cherry blossoms

20642

spring grass
20643
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single steeps®
The perfect measure for the perfect cup.

herbal retreat single steeps sampler
Includes three pre-portioned pouches of each blend: Apricot 
Amaretto, Blueberry Merlot, Mojito Marmalade, Cherry 
Cosmo, Kiwi Lime Ginger. All teas are organic.

17816  single steeps sampler (15 pouches)  
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm  
6 case pack

garden harvest white teas single 
steeps sampler 
Includes three pre-portioned pouches of each blend:  
Tupelo Honey Fig, Tangerine Rosemary, Wild Apple 
Ginger, White Cinnamon Sage, Peach Rhubarb Preserve.  
All teas are organic.

17812  single steeps sampler (15 pouches)  
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm  
6 case pack     

world of teas single steeps sampler
Includes three pre-portioned pouches of each blend: 
Bombay Chai, Moroccan Mint, African Solstice, Sencha 
(organic), Estate Darjeeling (organic).

17818  single steeps sampler (15 pouches)  
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm  
6 case pack

Now your customers can prepare the perfect cup anywhere. SINGLE 
STEEPS affords tea aficionados and beginners alike the wonderful 
taste experience of loose leaf tea.  These perfectly portioned pouches 
steep 355 ml or a teapot with ease.

forté classic single steeps sampler
Includes three pre-portioned pouches of each blend:  Earl 
Grey, English Breakfast, Chamomile Citron, Green Mango 
Peach, Ginger Lemongrass. All teas are organic.

17839 single steeps sampler (15 pouches)  
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm  
6 case pack

noir single steeps sampler
Includes three pre-portioned pouches of each blend: Blood 
Orange, Chocolate Rose, Caramel Nougat, Black Cherry, 
Peach Brûlée. All teas are organic.

17840  single steeps sampler (15 pouches)  
measures: 25.0 x 15.2 x 3.3 cm  
6 case pack

CN-BIO-143
NON-EU AGRICULTURE

CN-BIO-143
NON-EU AGRICULTURE

CN-BIO-143
NON-EU AGRICULTURE CN-BIO-143

NON-EU AGRICULTURE
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herbal retreat single steeps sampler

noir single steeps sampler

loose tea starter sets
Authentic loose leaf tea is now deliciously simple with Tea Forté.  Each box contains a modern and beautiful KATI® 
cup with integrated infusing basket and ten SINGLE STEEPS®.  Simply tear open a pre-portioned pouch, empty 
into the infusing basket and pour hot water over the leaves.  Steeps a perfect 355ml.

world of teas loose tea starter set
A collection of the world’s finest teas.  Includes a double-walled    
Pistachio KATI cup, integrated infusing basket and ten SINGLE 
STEEPS, two of each blend: Bombay Chai, Moroccan Mint, 
African Solstice, Sencha (organic), Estate Darjeeling (organic).

17833  loose tea starter set (10 pouches)
measures: 14.0 x 9.7 x 15.2 cm  
3 case pack     

limited edition 
coconut loose tea starter set
An alluring array of tropical teas. Includes Spring Grass 
KATI cup, integrated infusing basket and ten SINGLE 
STEEPS pre-portioned loose tea pouches including:  
Coconut Mango Colada, Coconut Chocolate Truffle, 
Coconut Chai Latte.

17834  loose tea starter set (10 pouches)
measures: 14.0 x 9.7 x 15.2 cm  
3 case pack        noir loose tea starter set

An enchanting collection of robust black teas.  Includes a double-walled 
Cranberry Red KATI cup, integrated infusing basket and ten SINGLE 
STEEPS, two of each blend: Blood Orange, Chocolate Rose, Caramel 
Nougat, Black Cherry, Peach Brûlée. All teas are organic.

17850 loose tea starter set (10 pouches)
measures: 14.0 x 9.7 x 15.2 cm  
3 case pack     CN-BIO-143

NON-EU AGRICULTURE
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